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Travel | DETOX RETREAT

Glowing
W

hen I arrived for my stay at the
Beach House retreat in south Goa,
I was in a bit of a mess. With a
face full of spots, several mouth ulcers and a
permanent cloud of exhaustion hanging over
me, I was in need of an overhaul. So, I had high
hopes for the five-day total body rebalancing
programme I’d been booked on.
The Beach House is a brand new boutique
resort situated just a pebble’s throw from the
golden sands and swaying palm trees of
Sernabatim Beach. Founded by former
pharmacist and entrepreneur Ajit Patel, the
Beach House offers a number of wellness
programmes aimed at stressed-out individuals
such as myself. Each one can be tailor-made
and features a combination of ayurvedic and
nutritional advice, medical tests, life coaching
sessions, hypnotherapy, yoga and beauty
treatments. The main objective with all these
programmes is to balance the body’s three
systems – physical, physiological and
psychological – in order to achieve a state of
‘homeostatis’ or equilibrium whereby the body is
able to heal itself.
The programme I’d chosen to follow centred
around a five-day detox in which I’d be consuming
nothing more than juices and broths made from
fresh fruit and vegetables, along with regular
supplements to make sure my body’s nutritional
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Feeling exhausted, run down, in need of an
overhaul? Try spending a week at a detox retreat in
Goa – it will leave you utterly revitalised says Liz Parry
needs were catered for. My companions on the
retreat were in a similar position to me – five
women and one man aged between their early
thirties and early fifties – all of whom worked hard
and played hard, yet were suffering the effects of
overwork, poor diets and stress. We all felt a
sense of trepidation, but promised to support
each other throughout the process.
“People choose to come here for many
reasons,” explained retreat manager Kate Tyler on
our first day. “They want to cleanse not only their
bodies but also their minds; to rid themselves of
physical toxins as well as negative emotions.
People are guided here as it’s a great place to
heal and get in touch with your true self.”
She was right about that. I felt instantly
soothed as I arrived at the Beach House and
was shown to my stylish little apartment, with its
cool, whitewashed walls, black and white prints
and huge, comfy bed. It was a little sanctuary
away from the world.

Shortly after our arrival we underwent a
thorough medical examination and our body
measurements were taken. We were told the
tests would be repeated at the end of the five
days to compare the results – a good incentive
to stick to the programme!

Soothing meditation
We were given a fairly rigid schedule for the
week. Each morning we would rise at 7.30am
for a spot of body brushing, followed by yoga on
the sun deck at 8am with Kate. We’d be served
juices or broths six times a day, plus four doses
of supplements and twice daily enemas to flush
out those nasty toxins! (The latter part was met
with a mixture of bewilderment and amusement
by our group.) In the morning and evening one
of the staff members would give a talk on
different aspects of health, nutrition and
wellbeing and our nights would be rounded off
by a soothing meditation session.
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I was quite grateful for the routine as it
helped to take my mind off the lack of food – as
well as the withdrawal symptoms from the
detox. I seemed to suffer more than most of my
companions, experiencing headaches, nausea
and some intense cravings for white bread
baguettes with cheese and pickle! Thankfully
Kate and resident nutritionist Francine White
were on hand to support us through the tough
times, offering advice and support with genuine
kindness. The fact that they positively glowed
with health and vitality instilled me with the
confidence that they knew exactly what they
were talking about.

Positive visualisations
During a nutrition and iridology consultation with
Francine it became obvious why I was suffering
so much. My diet consisted mainly of acidic
foods (processed meals, caffeine, sugar and
alcohol to name some of the worst offenders)
and not enough alkalising green vegetables and
pulses. Scarily, I learnt that when the body
becomes over-acidic the
lymph system, kidneys and
liver become overworked
trying to remove this acid,
leading to illness and disease.
Fortunately, this detox was
giving my overworked digestive
system a much-needed break
while my body concentrated on
purging itself of the toxins I’d fed
it for so many years.
While I’d been prepared for the
physical symptoms, I hadn’t been
expecting the emotional effects of
the detox. Early on in the process I
felt light and buzzy but by day three

I’d plummeted into misery, desperate to withdraw
and cry in my room. Noticing that I was struggling,
Kate took me to one side for a counselling and
hypnotherapy session in which we tackled a lot of
the negative thought patterns and beliefs that have
been holding me back for so many years. As she
gently guided me into a light trance, I was taken
through a negativity clearing exercise before being
guided through some positive visualisations. I
awoke feeling like I’d cast off a heavy weight. My
dark mood had lifted and I felt lighter and brighter
than I had in a long time. Even my retreat mates
commented on the difference in my demeanour.
Just as I could feel my clothes getting looser so
could I feel my mind getting lighter – as if all the
negative junk that had been clogging up my system
was being cleared out.

Powerful process
“This is a very powerful process, both physically
and emotionally,” Kate had said to us at the
start of the week, and now I knew exactly what
she meant.

Further information
■

The Total Body Rebalancing Programme
at the Beach House is priced at £1,050
for seven nights. For more information,
visit thebeachhousegoa.com or call
+91 832 669 7777.

■ The

writer flew with Kingfisher Airlines

who operate flights from London
Heathrow to Goa via Mumbai from around
£560 return, inclusive of all taxes and fees.
For more information and to book online,
visit flykingfisher.com.

On a lighter note, our bodies were helped
through the detox process by some serious
pampering. We were treated to soothing
massages and facials with sweet-smelling oils,
as well as luxurious pedicures and expert
reflexology. All of this took place in the outdoor
treatment pavilions, with the gentle sound of the
waves in the background and birds singing in
the palm trees. Any withdrawal symptoms
soon vanished in this blissful environment.
So how did I feel at the end of the
week? Well, my skin was dramatically clearer,
my mouth ulcers had gone and my biological
age had reduced by three years. My pH level
went from an acidic six to a perfectly alkaline
8 and – here’s the best bit – I lost 9lbs in
weight! Thanks to Kate and Francine’s
follow-up coaching, I’ve kept the weight off,
I’m less stressed and I feel more positive
than I have for ages. It may have been a
little gruelling at times, but my stay at the
Beach House was worth it – and I’d do it
again in a heartbeat!

“I felt instantly soothed as I arrived at the Beach
House and was shown to my stylish little apartment”
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